The growing body of experimental and computational data describing how proteins interact with each 6 other has emphasized the multiplicity of protein interactions and the complexity underlying protein surface 7 usage and deformability. In this work, we propose new concepts and methods toward deciphering such 8 complexity. We introduce the notion of interacting region to account for the multiple usage of a protein's 9 surface residues by several partners and for the variability of protein interfaces coming from molecular 10 flexibility. We predict interacting patches by crossing evolutionary, physico-chemical and geometrical 11 properties of the protein surface with information coming from complete cross-docking (CC-D) simulations. 12 We show that our predictions match well interacting regions and that the different sources of information 13 are complementary. We further propose an indicator of whether a protein has a few or many partners. 14 Our prediction strategies are implemented in the dynJET 2 algorithm and assessed on a new dataset of 15 262 protein on which we performed CC-D. The code and the data are available at: http://www.lcqb. 16 upmc.fr/dynJET2/. 17 Protein surface multi-usage and deformability 2 Author summary 18
: Schematic representation of our workflow. We consider four residue-based properties (left panel), namely evolutionary conservation, amino acid propensities to be found at an interface, local geometry and propensities to be found in docked interfaces. We predict interacting patches at the surface of proteins by using four different strategies: SC cons , SC notLig and SC geom combines the first three properties, while SC dock relies exclusively on the fourth property. We compare the predicted patches with a set of experimentally determined functional interacting regions. We analyze and cluster the predicted patches' seeds, from which they were grown, to precisely localize interacting regions and infer the number of partners used by each region. structure. This classical definition of a protein interacting site is very restrictive and does not account for the 92 interface variability that may come from structure ensembles. Indeed, the definition of the interface between 93 two given proteins may vary from one structure to another, depending on the crystallization conditions, 94 on the quality of the data/model and/or on the inherent flexibility of the assembly. What is more, the 95 notion of IS masks the complexity of protein surface usage by multiple partners. This motivated us to define 96 the new concept of IR, obtained by merging overlapping ISs (≥ 60% overlap). Based on the observation 97 that functional interfaces are conserved across closely related homologs [46] , we collected all functional ISs Figure 2 : Two examples of the usage of the protein surface by different partners. The query proteins are displayed as grey cartoons, their interacting sites as opaque colored surfaces and their partners as colored cartoons and transparent surfaces. Left: trypsin (1ezx C, in grey) interacts with itself (5gxp B, in green), with serpin (1ezx A, in blue) and with eglin C (4b2b B, in red). The 3 corresponding ISs lead to the definition of 2 IRs, as depicted on the schema at the bottom, where each IR is contoured by a thick grey line. Right: the natriuretic peptide receptor forms a homodimer (1yk1 A, in grey, and 1yk1 B, in blue) to bind its substrate (1yk1 E, in orange). The 2 ISs detected at the surface of one receptor monomer (1yk1 A, in grey) are merged into an IR. involving the query proteins from P-262 or their close homologs (≥ 90% sequence identity) from the Protein 99 Data Bank [47] (PDB). This amounted to 23 642 ISs, which were merged into 370 IRs to define our second 100 "extended" dataset, PPI-262 ext . The two examples in Fig. 2 illustrate the complexity of the experimental 101 interaction surfaces in our datasets. Binding sites may be disjoint, overlapping or included in others ( Fig. 2 , 102 on the left), and they may be defined by the interaction with several proteins or peptides (Fig. 2 , on the 103 right). The two examples show 5 ISs (3 on the left and 2 on the right), which were merged into 3 distinguished 104 IRs (2 on the left and 1 on the right, contoured by thick forest green lines). In all those cases, the IRs result 105 from the merging of ISs that represent binary interactions with different partners. In addition, IRs may also 106 be defined from several ISs representing a single interaction, but whose binding mode slightly differs from 107 one PDB structure to another (see below). differences at the extremities are the following: the minimum coverage is higher for predictions than for 144 experimental interfaces (18% versus 6.2%), and there are more proteins completely or almost completely 145 covered (≥ 80%) by predictions than by experimental interfaces. The first difference can be explained by the ISs (respectively IRs) from PPI-262 (resp. PPI-262 ext ). To do so, we relied on the F1-score, which reflects 160 the balance between precision (or positive predictive value) and recall (or sensitivity). The average F1-score 161 on PPI-262 is 0.41 ± 0.24 and it increases up to 0.57 ± 0.19 on PPI-262 ext (Fig. 4a ). This increase reflects 162 a global shift of the F1-score distribution toward higher values (p-value=10 −4 with the Mann-Whitney 163 U test). The proportion of proteins with very good predictions (F1-score > 0.6) increases from 18% to 46%, while that of proteins with very poor predictions (F1-score < 0.2) drastically reduces from about one 165 quarter to 4%. These results highlight the importance of considering all available experimental information 166 to properly evaluate protein interface predictions. Predicted residues that would be considered as false 167 positives when looking at the restricted dataset, PPI-262, are actually involved in interactions with other 168 partners, as revealed by the extended dataset, PPI-262 ext . 169 We further investigated to what extent the partitioning of protein surfaces into patches predicted by the 170 different SCs matches experimental IRs (Fig. 4bcd ). None of the SC is sufficient on its own to detect all To better characterize the contribution of docking-based information, we compared the predictive perfor-179 mance of SC cons , SC notLig , SC geom , either considered individually or altogether, with that of SC dock (Fig. 5b) . 180 We observed that the vast majority of IRs is better detected by the former than the latter (points below the 181 diagonal, 68% on top and 72% at the bottom). Hence, evolutionary conservation, physico-chemical proper-182 ties and local geometry are generally able to better capture protein interface signals than the coarse-grained 183 empirical energy function used in the docking experiment. Nevertheless, there are a number of cases where 184 docking-based data provide valuable information to improve predictions by unveiling interfaces that could 185 not be detected otherwise. An example is given by the anticoagulation Factor X (Fig. 5c ), where one of its 186 three IRs (in white) is very well detected by SC dock (in red, F1-score = 0.74) but completely missed by the 187 other SCs. Predictions capture interface variability coming from molecular flexibility 189 Accurately accounting for molecular flexibility remains a challenge for protein interface and interaction 190 prediction. We looked at how our predicted patches matched experimental interfaces undergoing variations Figure 5 : Examples and comparison of predictions. (a) Profilin (light grey cartoon) displayed with the patches predicted by SC cons (in beige) and SC geom (in cyan), the patches' clustered seeds, two experimental IRs from PPI-262 ext (in grey tones) and the corresponding partners (colored cartoons); (b) Scatterplot of F1-scores computed for the best-matching patch or combination of patches, among SC cons , SC notLig , SC geom (x-axis) and from SC dock (yaxis) against experimental IRs from PPI-262 ext . In cases where a combination of several patches is retained, the patches either come from a single SC (on top) or from several SC (at the bottom, x-axis). (c) Heavy chain of the anticoagulation factor X (light grey cartoon) displayed with the patches predicted by SC cons (beige) and SC dock (red), the patches' clustered seeds, the three experimental IRs from PPI-262 ext (in grey tones) and the corresponding partners (colored cartoons). from one structure to another. We focused on the 78 IRs from PPI-262 ext which are only slightly (<1.5 : Examples of predictions whose precision is higher on the IR compared to the IS. The query protein structure from P-262 is displayed as a grey cartoon. The experimental and predicted interfaces are displayed as opaque surfaces: on top, the IS is colored in white and the additional residues belonging to the IR are in black; at the bottom, the SC cons , SC notLig and SC dock patches predicted for 1avo A, 1jjo A, 2vp7 A are in wheat, purple and red, respectively, and the best combination of patches predicted for 1ibc A is in yellow. The precision increases from 79 to 91% for 1avo A, from 76 to 92% for 1jjo A, from 70 to 83% for 2vp7 A and from 75 to 84% for 1ibc A.
involving Caspase-1 are available in the PDB and contribute to the definition of one IR (Fig. 6, top right) . 196 For the vast majority of these IRs (>85%), the precision reached by dynJET 2 predictions is equal to or 197 greater than that computed on the corresponding ISs (compare black/white and colored surfaces on Fig.   198 6). These results reveal that there exists a non-negligible variability inherent to protein interfaces and that 199 dynJET 2 predictions is generally able to capture it. 200 We also assessed the robustness of our predictions with respect to conformational changes. For each 201 IR from PPI-262 ext , we calculated the conformational deviation of its backbone atoms between the query 202 structure from P-262, on which our predictions were computed, and the structures of its homologs (see 
Predicted patches' seeds describe the multiplicity of interactions 208
Almost all (94%) IRs from PPI-262 ext were detected, at least partially, by considering predictions issued 209 by all four SCs (Fig. 4g ). Some predicted patches display a good or very good match with a single IR.
210
For example, the interface between profilin and human VASP (Fig. 5a, in black) is very well detected by 211 SC cons (Fig. 5a , in beige, Sens = 0.63, P P V = 0.61). Another example is given by the interface between 212 the heavy and light chains of the anticoagulation factor X which is well detected by SC dock (Fig. 5c ), in red, 213 Sens = 0.82, P P V = 0.68). Some other patches cover several IRs, as exemplified by SC geom in Profilin 214 ( Fig. 5a , in cyan) and SC cons in the factor X's heavy chain (Fig. 5c, in beige) . These cases are ambiguous 215 if one considers a single SC. However, by crossing the information coming from different SCs, one may infer 216 the existence of several IRs and thus resolve the ambiguity. For instance, the presence of a SC cons patch 217 partially overlapping with the SC geom patch at the surface of Profilin (Fig. 5a ) could be used as an indicator 218 of the existence of 2 IRs and of the fact that the SC geom patch extends over these 2 IRs.
219
To test whether this type of reasoning could be generalized, we systematically investigated how predicted 220 patches were distributed over experimental IRs. For this, we explicitly considered the patches' seeds, which 221 are the first groups of residues being detected by dynJET 2 clustering algorithm. We collected all seeds 222 generated by SC notLig , SC geom and SC dock and clustered them based on 3D proximity (note that SC cons seeds 223 were not considered for this analysis, see Materials and Methods ). The total number of resulting clustered 224 seeds is 562, which corresponds to 2.14 seeds per protein on average. By comparison, the average number of 225 IRs is 1.4. About one quarter of the seeds are completely inside an IR (100% precision) and almost than half 226 of the seeds detect an IR with very high (≥80%) precision (Fig. 7a ). In the examples of Profilin and factor 227 X, the number of seeds is equal to the number of IRs and each seed points to a different IR (Fig. 5a,c) . 228 We also investigated whether seeds could be used to infer the number of partners a protein has (Fig. 7b ).
229
For this, we looked at the properties of the seeds lying completely or almost completely (PPV≥80%) within 230 an IR. We observed that the number of partners binding to an IR increases with the number of scoring 231 schemes predicting one or more seeds within the IR (Fig. 7b , Pearson correlation of 0.52). This means that 232 IRs displaying a multiplicity of signals relevant to protein interactions tend to attract more partners. Hence, Then, tree trace levels are averaged over the N trees to get statistically significant values, which we denote relative trace significances, or T JET , and which are calculated as follows [23]:
where l t j is the tree trace level of residue r j in tree t, L t is the maximum level of t and M j is the number 
356
CV is the circular variance, a measure of the vectorial distribution of a set of neighbouring points around a fixed point in 3D space [57] . For a given residue, CV reflects the density of the protein around it: residues buried within the protein will display high CV values, while exposed or protruding residues will display low CV values. Compared to solvent accessibility, CV changes more smoothly from the surface to the interior of the protein [58], and is thus less sensitive to small conformational changes. CV can be applied equally well to atomic or coarse-grain representations [57] . The CV value of an atom i is computed as:
where n i is the number of atoms distant by less than r cÅ from atom i. The CV value of a residue j is then 357 computed as the average of the atomic CVs, over all atoms of j. A low CV value indicates that a residue 358 is located in a protruding region of the protein surface. CV values are scaled between 0 (most protruding 359 residues) and 1 (least protruding residues) for the calculation of residue scores.
360
NIP is the normalised form of the Interface Propensity score IP , defined in Eq. (1), that reflects the 361 propensity of a residue to be found at the interface. In order to compare IP scores among proteins, we 362 normalise it, as done in [11]: a positive NIP value indicates that the residue i is favoured to occur at potential 363 binding sites, and a negative NIP value indicates that it is disfavoured. NIP is defined as: 364 N IP P (i) = IP P (i)−<IP P (j)> j∈P max (IP P (j)) j∈P −<IP P (j)> j∈P (4)
where < IP P (j) > j∈P and max (IP P (j)) j∈P are the average IP and the maximum IP , respectively, com-365 puted over all the residues j in P . The NIP value represents how often a residue is docked on the retained 366 conformations (that is, those conformations that have less than 2.7kcal/mol energy difference from the best 367 one, as explained above).
368
These four residue-based properties were previously shown to be useful for the prediction of protein 
